Abstract-Motivated by the need to develop simulation tools for verification and validation of autonomous driving systems operating in traffic consisting of both autonomous and humandriven vehicles, we propose a framework for modeling vehicle interactions at uncontrolled intersections. The proposed interaction modeling approach is based on game theory with multiple concurrent leader-follower pairs, and accounts for common traffic rules. We parameterize the intersection layouts and geometries to model uncontrolled intersections with various configurations, and apply the proposed approach to model the interactive behavior of vehicles at these intersections. Based on simulation results in various traffic scenarios, we show that the model exhibits reasonable behavior expected in traffic, including the capability of reproducing scenarios extracted from real-world traffic data and reasonable performance in resolving traffic conflicts. The model is further validated based on the level-of-service traffic quality rating system and demonstrates manageable computational complexity compared to traditional multi-player game-theoretic models.
I. INTRODUCTION
To provide safer, cleaner, and more efficient transportation is the promise of autonomous driving technologies [1] . Thanks to the serious efforts that have been made in both academia and industry to pursue this goal, advances in perception, decisionmaking/planning, control theory, and computing systems have made fully autonomous driving possible [2] . However, before autonomous vehicles can be deployed in mass production, their control systems need to be tested and validated in terms of guaranteeing safety and performance when operating in various traffic environments, which remains a challenging problem [3] . On the one hand, simulation tools can be used for quick and safe virtual tests of these systems and to reduce the time and cost of road tests. On the other hand, the reliability of virtual tests depends on the fidelity of the simulations in terms of modeling traffic scenarios.
In the near to medium term, autonomous vehicles will operate in traffic scenarios together with human-driven vehicles, where interactions between autonomous vehicles and humandriven vehicles will constantly occur. Among different traffic scenarios, the interactive behavior of vehicles at intersections may be particularly complex. An autonomous driving system must account for these interactions to be able to operate safely at an intersection.
By types of traffic control, intersections can be classified as signal-controlled, "stop" or "yield" sign-controlled, and uncontrolled [4] . Uncontrolled intersections are intersections without traffic signals or signs, and are common in both urban and rural settings over the world [5] - [7] . According to the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's fatality analysis report, more than one fourth of fatal crashes in the U.S. occur at or are related to intersections, and about 50% of these occur at uncontrolled intersections [8] .
At an uncontrolled intersection, due to the lack of guidance from traffic signals or signs, drivers/automations need to decide whether, when, and how to enter and pass through the intersection on their own; in this case, accounting for the interactions among vehicles is particularly important. Failures in accounting for these interactions may cause deadlocks if driving overly conservatively -the vehicles may get stuck and never pass through the intersection, or may cause collisions if driving overly aggressively.
Advanced strategies that have been proposed for handling interactive traffic at intersections include cooperative driving, where vehicles cooperate with each other and with road infrastructure to resolve traffic conflicts. They may cooperate through vehicle-to-vehicle negotiations [9] - [11] , or through coordination by a centralized traffic "manager" in the approach called "autonomous intersection management" [12] - [14] . Although strategies based on cooperative driving have been shown to be capable of improving intersection traffic safety and efficiency, they rely on dense penetration of vehicleto-vehicle and/or vehicle-to-infrastructure communications as well as autonomous driving systems, which will likely not be the case in the near to medium term.
Alternative strategies have been focused on individual control of the autonomous ego vehicle. To account for the interactions among vehicles, approaches based on, e.g., online verification using reachability analysis [15] , [16] , recedinghorizon optimization [17] , [18] , learning [19] , and game theory [20] - [24] , may be used. Although these approaches establish theoretical foundations of creating autonomous vehicles that are capable of handling interactive traffic at uncontrolled intersections, they must be calibrated and validated to achieve control systems that provide promised safety and performance.
Simulation tools used for virtual tests of these control systems are supposed to be capable of representing the interactive behavior of vehicles with reasonable fidelity, which motivates the development of approaches to modeling vehicle interactions. In this paper, we propose a novel game-theoretic vehicle interaction modeling approach for uncontrolled intersections.
Game theory is in general a suitable tool for modeling
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strategic interaction between rational decision-makers [25] , and has been exploited for modeling driver/vehicle interactions at intersections by several researchers. In [20] , the vehicle-to-vehicle interactions at an intersection are modeled based on normal-form games -the vehicles select actions between "Stop" and "Go" based on their payoff matrices. The performance of the approach in [20] is limited by the limited number of action choices (i.e., two) and the fact that the dynamic behavior of the vehicles is not explicitly taken into account when the payoff matrices are designed. For instance, as the number of interacting vehicles increases to 6, almost half of the simulation runs following the approach of [20] lead to deadlocks. In [21] , the interactions between a human-driven vehicle and an autonomous vehicle are modeled based on a two-player game formulation, where vehicle dynamics are explicitly accounted for. The results of a twovehicle traffic scenario on an one-lane four-way intersection where both vehicles are going straight to cross the intersection are reported. Extensions of this approach to more vehicles have not been reported and may not be straightforward due to both theoretical limitations and computational challenges.
In our previous work [26] - [28] , a game-theoretic framework for modeling vehicle-to-vehicle interactions in multi-vehicle highway traffic scenarios has been proposed. The framework is based on the application of level-K game theory [29] , [30] and explicitly takes into account the dynamic behavior of the vehicles. The vehicle driving policies are determined using reinforcement learning. Once the policies have been obtained offline, highway traffic scenarios with a possibly large number of interacting vehicles can be modeled with minimum online computational effort. Such a level-K game-theoretic framework has also been extended to model the interactions between two vehicles at an uncontrolled two-lane four-way intersection in [31] . However, generalizations to more complex intersection traffic scenarios, e.g., with more than 2 interacting vehicles and at intersections of various configurations, have not been addressed.
The contributions of the present paper are: 1) We propose a novel framework based on a formulation of dynamic/sequential leader-follower games with multiple concurrent leader-follower pairs and receding-horizon optimization for modeling the interactive behavior of vehicles at uncontrolled intersections. The framework explicitly accounts for the dynamic behavior of the vehicles, decision-making delays, and common traffic rules. It is generalizable to traffic scenarios with more than 2 interacting vehicles (results of up to 10 vehicles are reported) and to intersections of various configurations. 2) We describe an intersection model that parameterizes the intersection layouts and geometries so that uncontrolled intersections with a wide range of configurations can be modeled using a finite set of parameters. 3) We apply our interaction modeling approach to the intersection model to simulate the interactive behavior of vehicles in various uncontrolled intersection traffic scenarios (with various numbers of interacting vehicles, intersection layouts and geometries, etc). 4) Based on simulation results and statistical evaluations, we show that the model exhibits reasonable behavior expected in traffic -it can reproduce scenarios extracted from realworld traffic data and has reasonable performance in resolving traffic conflicts in complex intersection traffic scenarios. Furthermore, the model demonstrates a manageable increase in computational complexity as the number of interacting vehicles increases. 5) We also describe a generalized version of the interactive decision-making model of vehicles proposed in [31] based on level-K games, simulate the interactions between the model proposed in this paper and this alternative model, and demonstrate that the model proposed in this paper is capable of resolving conflicts with different drivers. This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present our game-theoretic approach to model interactive decisionmaking of vehicles at uncontrolled intersections. In Section III, we describe our intersection model with parameterized layouts and geometries, to which our vehicle interaction modeling approach is applied. In Section IV, we introduce the kinematics model to represent vehicles' dynamic behavior at uncontrolled intersections and the reward function design to represent drivers' decision-making objectives. In Section V, we incorporate several additional considerations in our model to improve the fidelity of our model in imitating the decisionmaking processes of human drivers. In Section VI, we consider a previously proposed interactive decision-making model of vehicles based on level-K game theory. In Section VII, we run multiple simulation case studies to comprehensively illustrate and evaluate our proposed framework for modeling vehicle interactions at uncontrolled intersections. The paper is summarized and concluded in Section VIII.
II. VEHICLE INTERACTION MODELING BASED ON LEADER-FOLLOWER GAMES
In this section, we introduce our game-theoretic approach to model interactive decision-making of vehicles at uncontrolled intersections. We first describe the logic for leader-follower role assignment to vehicles at uncontrolled intersections in Section II-A, which is the foundation for formulating our leader-follower games. We then describe our vehicle interactive decision-making model based on leader-follower games in two-vehicle interaction settings in Section II-B, and generalize it to multi-vehicle interactions based on our proposed "pairwise leader-follower games" in Section II-C.
A. Leader-follower role assignment to vehicles at uncontrolled intersections
Human drivers can usually resolve traffic conflicts at uncontrolled intersections by following the "right-of-way" rules [32] . The right-of-way rules help the drivers decide who proceeds first at an intersection. Motivated by the right-of-way rules, we assign a leader-follower relationship to each pair of vehicles (denoted by (i, j)) at an intersection based on the following logic: (1) If vehicles i, j have both entered the intersection, the vehicle with a strictly smaller signed distance to the exit of the intersection is the leader. (2) If at most one of vehicles i, j has entered the intersection, the vehicle with a strictly smaller signed distance to the entrance of the intersection is the leader.
(3) If no leader-follower relationship has been assigned based on (1) or (2), then the vehicle on the right is the leader when the two vehicles are coming from adjacent road arms. (4) If no leader-follower relationship has been assigned based on (1), (2), or (3), then the vehicle going straight is the leader when the other vehicle is making a turn. We note that if a vehicle has entered (resp. exited) the intersection, then its signed distance to the entrance (resp. exit) of the intersection is the negative of the corresponding distance. The entrance and exit points of an intersection (see Fig. 2 ) are defined in Section III for arbitrary intersection layouts and geometries.
If vehicle i is the leader of the pair (i, j), we write i ≺ j; if i is not the leader (i.e., either j is the leader or no leaderfollower relationship has been assigned based on (1)-(4)), we write i j.
We note that the relations ≺ and are not (pre)orders, as they do not have the transitivity property: if i ≺ j and j ≺ k (resp. i j and j k), then i ≺ k (resp. i k). This can be seen by considering the traffic scenario where four vehicles i, j, k, and l coming from different road arms arrive at the entrances of a four-way intersection at the same time. Then, based on the above role assignment logic we have i ≺ j, j ≺ k, k ≺ l, and l ≺ i. Indeed, this scenario and similar scenarios where such a cyclic pattern occurs are challenging scenarios for both human drivers and autonomous vehicles -they may lead to deadlocks, i.e., no one decides to enter the intersection or everyone gets stuck in the middle of the intersection.
The leader-follower role assignment is presented formally as an algorithm in Section IV, which incorporates the above logic with vehicle kinematics, intersection layouts, perception imperfections, etc.
B. Leader-follower game to model two-vehicle interactions
Once a leader-follower relationship has been assigned to a pair of vehicles (i, j), we use a leader-follower game (also referred to as a Stackelberg game) to model their interactive decision-making. We choose to use the Stackelberg model because it incorporates the asymmetric roles of the two players and grants one player advantages over the other [33] , which can be used to account for common traffic rules such as that a car arriving earlier to the intersection typically has the right of way over a car arriving later to the intersection.
Let γ l (resp. γ f ) denote an action of the leader (resp. follower), taking values in an action set Γ l (Γ f ). Either player makes decisions on its action choices to maximize a reward function, denoted by R l (s, γ l , γ f ) for the leader and by R f (s, γ l , γ f ) for the follower, where s ∈ S denotes the present state in which the two players are making their decisions. When modeling the interactions of two vehicles, s contains the states of these two vehicles, i.e., s = (s i , s j ), where s i (resp. s j ) denotes the state of vehicle i (resp. vehicle j) (its detailed definition depends on the vehicle kinematics model to be used, which is introduced in Section IV-A). The dependence of either player's reward on both players' states and actions reflects the interactive nature of such a decisionmaking process.
Following the concept of Stackelberg equilibrium [33] , one could model the leader-follower decision-making process as follows:
The actions of the leader and the follower are interdependent. In particular, the leader has the so-called "first mover advantage": the leader controls the follower's set of rational actions Γ * f (s, γ l ) through the leader's own action choice γ l . In such a game formulation, it is assumed that the leader is aware that the follower is capable of observing the leader's action γ l before selecting its own action γ f .
However, in the setting of drivers making decisions in traffic, each driver responds to the actions of other drivers with a reaction delay. More specifically, each driver can only observe the actions of other drivers that are applied at time step t and take them into account in his/her own decision-making at the next time step t + 1. From the follower's standpoint, since it cannot instantly observe and respond to the instant action of the leader, to secure its possible rewards against the uncertain action choices of the leader, we assume that it applies a "maximin" strategy, i.e.,
We assume that the leader is aware that the follower is using such a maximin strategy to secure its rewards. Taking this awareness into account, the leader makes rational decisions based on:
We now make assumptions on the uniqueness of maximizers as follows:
Assumption (4) means that at each traffic state s, for either player (l or f ), there is one action that is strictly better than the others to use. Although not strictly required in the leaderfollower decision-making process described by (2) and (3), assumption (4) can simplify the mathematical expression of (2)-(3), i.e.,
We also note that based on our reward function design that is introduced in Section IV-B, assumption (4) holds. Note that in the game formulation (2) and (3) (and in (5)), the leader has been given the "first mover advantage" as the follower applies a maximin strategy, a conservative strategy assuming worst-case scenarios, whereas the leader is able to select comparatively more aggressive actions taking advantage of its awareness of the follower's maximin strategy. An alternative formulation is to let the leader apply a conservative maximin strategy, which corresponds to an assumption that the leader knows that it cannot control the follower's set of rational actions Γ * f (s) through its instant action choice γ l since γ l is not instantly observable to the follower. Then, (1) becomes
It is clear that (6) is equal to (5) up to a switch of the roles "leader" and "follower." Based on the role assignment criterion introduced in Section II-A, we choose to use formulation (5) as it agrees with the common traffic rule that a leader, e.g., a car arriving earlier to the intersection, typically has the right of way over a follower, e.g., a car arriving later to the intersection.
C. Pairwise leader-follower game to model multi-vehicle interactions
This section discusses a computationally scalable generalization of the vehicle interaction modeling framework based on leader-follower games proposed in Section II-B to intersection traffic scenarios with n interacting vehicles, where n ≥ 2.
Although 2-player leader-follower games may be generalized to n-player games through considering a multi-level decision-making hierarchy, e.g., player k being the leader of players k + 1, · · · , n and being the follower of players 1, · · · , k − 1 for every k ∈ {1, · · · , n}, or allowing a level to accommodate multiple players, e.g., players 2, · · · , n being the followers of player 1 and applying Nash equilibriumbased strategies among themselves, such generalizations require exponentially increased computational efforts to solve for solutions as the number of players increases. For instance, a Stackelberg equilibrium solution can be difficult to compute when n > 3 [34] .
Therefore, to handle intersection traffic scenarios with a possibly large number of traffic participants, we propose an alternative generalization approach. Our approach relies on pairwise leader-follower relationships defined for all vehicle pairs at the intersection, and each vehicle's decision-making accounts for all the pairwise leader-follower relationships related to itself. In particular, vehicle i makes decisions on its action choices according to:
where (5) with player i being the leader l (resp. the follower f ); the traffic state s traffic contains the states of all interacting vehicles at the intersection, i.e., s traffic = (s 1 , · · · , s n ); and s i,j = (s i , s j ) represents the state of the vehicle pair (i, j).
The decision-making model (7) can be interpreted as follows: If i is the follower of j, the secured reward of action γ i is the least reward i may get due to the uncertain action choice of j; if i is the leader of j, i is aware that the most aggressive action that j can choose is subject to j's maximin principle between their pairwise interactions, and thus i predicts the reward of action γ i by assuming j to apply its maximin action of their pair. On top of this, to account for its interactions with all other players, i maximizes the minimum of its secured/predicted rewards over all pairwise interactions.
We note that when i is the leader of j, its reward prediction may be inaccurate as the actually applied action of j is not only subject to j's maximin principle between their pairwise interactions but also subject to j's interactions with the other players. However, in the setting of vehicle interactions at uncontrolled intersections where the central question is "who goes first," the above strategy for the leader, i.e., predicting action rewards by assuming the follower to apply the maximin action of their pair, is reasonable -if the follower's maximin action of their pair is not to go first, the follower will likely not choose to go first when it maximizes the minimum of its secured/predicted rewards over all pairwise interactions. With this strategy, the pairwise leader is able to select comparatively more aggressive actions than the pairwise follower. And as a result, if there is an overall leader, i.e., the leader in every pairwise leader-follower relationship related to itself, it can take comparatively most aggressive actions than all other players, e.g., to go first. The effectiveness of decision-making model (7) in resolving traffic conflicts at uncontrolled intersections, i.e., driving every vehicle safely through the intersection without causing collisions or deadlocks, is illustrated through multiple simulation case studies in Section VII. Furthermore, decision-making model (7) decouples the n-player interactions into pairwise interactions, and thus significantly decreases the computational complexity in solving for solutions. It also agrees with intuition -when driving in traffic, a driver may focus more on the interactions between each neighbouring driver and him/herself than on the interactions among the other drivers.
We note also that our strategy based on leader-follower games is not equivalent to a rule-based strategy where "who goes first" is determined by specified rules or logic, e.g., a strategy where a follower always waits until a leader passes through the intersection before the follower itself enters the intersection. Our leader-follower game based strategy allows a follower to enter the intersection even when a leader is still in the intersection, for instance, in situations where the follower's action choices have minor conflicts with the leader's action choices. Whether or not the follower's action choices have conflicts with the leader's action choices and how these conflicts influence their interactive decision-making are represented and automatically handled by the decision-making process (7).
III. PARAMETERIZED INTERSECTION AND VEHICLE PATH

MODELING
Simulation tools used for verification and validation of autonomous vehicles are supposed to cover a sufficiently rich set of traffic scenarios. For instance, intersections in real-world road networks can have different layouts (e.g., number of road arms) and geometries (e.g., angles between road arms and lane width). To model traffic scenarios at intersections of various layouts and geometries, in this section, we first describe an intersection model that parameterizes the intersection layouts and geometries and then present an approach to model the paths of vehicles at the intersections. Although there has been a rich literature on path planning for vehicles [35] , our vehicle path model is simple but sufficient for our purpose. Moreover, both the intersection and vehicle path models described in this section are designed in such a way that they are convenient for the application of our vehicle interaction model described in Section II.
A. Parameterized intersection modeling
We characterize the layout and geometry of an intersection using a set of parameters, i.e.,
where N is the number of road arms of the intersection, M
∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · } are, respectively, the numbers of forward and backward lanes 1 of the mth arm, φ (m) is the counter-clockwise angle of the mth arm with respect to the x-axis, and w lane is the lane width 2 (see Fig. 1(a) ). We note that M should not happen at the same time. We assume that the road centerlines 3 of all the road arms intersect at the same point, which is referred to as the intersection center with coordinates (x o , y o ) = (0, 0).
In this paper, we consider three-way, four-way, and fiveway intersections (see Fig. 1(b) ), i.e., N ∈ {3, 4, 5}, as they are most common in real-world road networks.
x-axis y-axis Given a set of parameters (8), the lane markings and road boundaries of the mth arm can be expressed according to
where
), (9) represents the right-hand-side road boundary when looking in the forward direction (resp. in the backward direction); when k ∈ 2{M (9) represents a lane marking that separates two lanes of traffic moving in the forward direction (resp. in the backward direction); when k = 0, (9) represents the road centerline; and when k ∈ 2{M
, · · · , −1} + 1), (9) represents the center of a forward lane (resp. backward lane).
On the basis of (9), we assign an "entrance point" to each forward lane, (x(ρ en ), y(ρ en )), which indicates entering the intersection, as follows: We first locate the N intersection corners 4 . The line segment connecting each pair of adjacent corners is referred to as the "entrance line" of the corresponding road arm. The entrance point of each forward lane is determined as the intersection point of its center and the entrance line of the road arm it belongs to. On the other hand, we also assign "exit points" indicating exiting the intersection, (x(ρ ex ), y(ρ ex )), which are used in determining the leader-follower relationships between vehicles (see Section II-A). In particular, the determination of an exit point is coupled with our model for vehicle path, which is described in the next section.
We note that the parameterized intersection model described above corresponds to the right-hand traffic [36] . To model intersections in the context of left-hand traffic requires corresponding and straightforward modifications.
B. Vehicle path modeling
We assume that vehicles can plan their paths according to their origin lanes and target lanes 5 before entering the intersection and follow these pre-planned paths to pass through the intersection. Such an assumption is often adopted in the literature [37] . When there are conflicts between vehicles, they can adjust their speeds along the paths according to their interactions with each other. In this section, we describe our vehicle path model. ). In particular, given the intersection layout and geometry, we determine whether a vehicle is "making a left turn," "going straight," or "making a right turn" based on the angle between its origin road arm and target road arm. When the clockwise angle from its origin road arm to its target road arm is in the interval (0, 4 ), then it is "going straight"; it is "making a right turn" otherwise. We also note that U-turns are not considered in this paper, i.e., the origin lane and the target lane of a vehicle must belong to two different road arms.
Once the origin lane and target lane of a vehicle is specified, we assign the vehicle an "initial point," (x ini , y ini ), located in the center of its origin lane and a "terminal point," (x term , y term ), located in the center of its target lane. After that, we model the vehicle's path, P, as a curve composed of three segments. The first segment is a line segment with the two end points being (x ini , y ini ) and the intersection entrance point (x(ρ en ), y(ρ en )) of the origin lane (see Section III-A). Similarly, the third segment is a line segment with (x term , y term ) as one of its end points and extending in the direction of the target lane. The second segment is an arc that connects the first segment and the third segment, tangential to the first segment at (x(ρ en ), y(ρ en )) and tangential to the third segment, where the point of tangency is defined as the intersection exit point, (x(ρ ex ), y(ρ ex )), associated with path P 6 . Thus, P is a smooth curve. For any point on the curve, (x, y) ∈ P, we define ρ as the length of the curve piece from (x ini , y ini ) to (x, y). Note that the curve P can be expressed as an injective function of ρ since P does not intersect itself, i.e., any point on the curve can be determined by a unique ρ. In particular, we have (x(0), y(0)) = (x ini , y ini ), i.e., the initial point is the location of the vehicle when its traveled distance along the path is zero. Also, we let ρ en (resp. ρ ex ) denote the value of ρ corresponding to the point on P with coordinates (x(ρ en ), y(ρ en )) (resp. (x(ρ ex ), y(ρ ex ))) 7 , i.e., the vehicle enters (resp. exits) the intersection when its traveled distance along the path is ρ en (resp. ρ ex ). To facilitate reproducing the results of this paper, the functions used to generate P given the coordinates of (x ini , y ini ), (x term , y term ), and (x(ρ en ), y(ρ en )) are explicitly provided in Appendix A.
Based on the above descriptions, the path of a vehicle can be determined given its origin lane and target lane and represented as
where ρ represents the distance the vehicle has traveled along the path. In particular, we define the signed distance of the vehicle to the entrance (resp. exit) of the intersection as ∆ρ en = ρ en − ρ (resp. ∆ρ ex = ρ ex − ρ) so that ∆ρ en (t) < 0 (resp. ∆ρ ex (t) < 0) represents that the vehicle has entered (resp. exited) the intersection.
IV. VEHICLE KINEMATICS AND REWARDS AT UNCONTROLLED INTERSECTIONS
In this section, we introduce the model to represent vehicles' dynamic behavior and the reward function to represent drivers' objectives at uncontrolled intersections.
A. Vehicle kinematics
We represent a vehicle using a rectangle bounding the vehicle's geometric contour projected onto the ground. This rectangle is referred to as the "collision zone" (c-zone) as an overlap of two vehicles' c-zones indicates a danger of collision. To fully characterize the c-zone of a vehicle, we need a 5-tuple, (x, y, θ, l c , w c ), where (x, y) are the coordinates of its geometric center, θ is the vehicle's heading angle (the counter-clockwise angle of the vehicle's heading direction with respect to the x-axis), and l c (resp. w c ) is the length (resp. width) of the rectangle.
On the basis of the vehicle path model (10) and the assumption that the vehicle can follow its pre-planned path P perfectly, (x, y) can be written as functions of ρ, i.e., (x(ρ), y(ρ)), and the vehicle's heading angle θ(ρ) can be computed using the path geometry as follows: (11) which, using the fact that P is smooth, can be written as
Based on (10)- (12) and the assumption above, the dynamic behavior of a vehicle can be fully characterized by the dynamics of ρ as follows:
where t denotes the discrete time instant, v(t) ∈ [v min , v max ] and a(t) denote, respectively, the vehicle's speed and acceleration at t, and ∆t is the sampling period.
We collect all relevant variables and define the state of a vehicle as an 8-tuple, i.e.,
The vehicle kinematics at a typical two-lane four-way intersection are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The blue rectangle represents the vehicle's c-zone where the end with double lines is the vehicle's front end. The blue dotted curve represents the preplanned path P. The states x(t), y(t) and θ(t) can be computed using the traveled distance along the path ρ(t) and the path geometry. The green triangles represent the intersection entrance points (x(ρ en ), y(ρ en )) and the red triangles represent the intersection exit points (x(ρ ex ), y(ρ ex )).
x-axis y-axis Fig. 2 : Vehicle kinematics model. To adjust speed along the path, we assume that a vehicle has a finite number of acceleration levels to choose from at each time step, i.e.,
On the basis of the model representing vehicles' dynamic behavior at uncontrolled intersections described above, we now present the leader-follower role assignment logic in Section II-A formally as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1:
In Algorithm 1, δ ≥ 0 is a threshold for differentiating the distances, accounting for the fact that drivers can only estimate the distances with limited accuracy. In particular, we assume that drivers cannot recognize which distance is smaller when |∆ρ
On the basis of Algorithm 1, at most one of outcomes i ≺ j or j ≺ i can take place. It may happen that i j and j i. In such a case, both vehicles will view themselves as followers and thus make conservative decisions. In line 4, "going straight" and "making a turn" need to be differentiated, which has been described for arbitrary intersection layouts and geometries in Section III-B.
B. Reward function
Basic goals of a driver at an intersection include: 1) to maintain safety, e.g., to not have a collision with another vehicle, 2) to keep a reasonable distance from other vehicles to improve safety and comfort, and 3) to pass through the intersection and get to his/her target under traffic rules and in a timely manner.
We assume that common traffic rules, such as that a left turn can only be made when the vehicle is entering the intersection from a left-turn lane (usually the leftmost forward lane), and speed limits, have been incorporated in path planning (see Section III-B) and in speed bounds v(t) ∈ [v min , v max ]. Then, the other goals can be represented using a reward function as follows:
where R(τ |t) is a predicted stage reward at time instant t + τ with the prediction made at the current time instant t, N is the prediction horizon, and λ ∈ [0, 1] is a factor discounting future rewards. The stage reward is defined as a linear combination of three terms, each of which represents a goal introduced above, i.e.,
where w i > 0, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, are weighting factors, and the termsĉ(τ |t),ŝ(τ |t), andv(τ |t) are further explained below. On the basis of our decision-making model (7), the ego vehicle making decisions considers its interactions with each of the other vehicles separately. Let vehicle i denote the ego vehicle and vehicle j denote the vehicle in the pairwise interaction with vehicle i. · Collision avoidance,ĉ :
The termĉ is designed in the above form so that if S c (τ |t) = 0, i.e., there is no danger of collision, thenĉ(τ |t) = 0; if S c (τ |t) > 0, i.e., there is a danger of collision, then the penalty depends on the c-zone intersection area S c and the vehicle speeds v i and v j . In particular, larger penalties are imposed for larger S c values and for larger absolute values of v i and v j as they imply more severe collisions; the parameterŵ > 0 adjusts the relative contribution of intersection area versus speeds; and the addition of 1 ensures a minimum penalty for collisions. · Separation,ŝ:
where S s (τ |t) ≥ 0 is the predicted area of the intersection of vehicle i and j's "separation zones" (s-zones). The s-zone of a vehicle is defined as a rectangle that shares the same longitudinal line of symmetry with the vehicle's c-zone and over-bounds the c-zone with a safety margin (see Fig. 3 ). It can be fully characterized by a 6-tuple (x, y, θ, l s,f , l s,r , w s ), where l s,f , l s,r ≥ l c /2 and w s ≥ w c . In particular, when vehicle i is the leader (resp. the follower) in its pairwise interaction with vehicle j, vehicle i assumes that both vehicles have their s-zones of the same size, denoted by (l · Velocity,v: As the vehicle is assumed to follow its preplanned path, its status of approaching its target can be characterized by its speed along the path. In particular, we set the termv(τ |t) = v i (τ |t).
Note that the predicted stage reward (17) depends on the predicted states of the two vehicles s i (τ |t), s j (τ |t) . On the basis of the vehicle kinematics model (10)- (14) , s ξ (τ |t), ξ ∈ {i, j}, is uniquely determined by the current state of vehicle ξ, s ξ (t), and the predicted acceleration sequence of vehicle ξ, {a ξ (k|t)} τ −1 k=0 , i.e., s ξ (τ |t) = s ξ s ξ (t), {a ξ (k|t)} τ −1 k=0 . We define an action choice of vehicle ξ, ξ ∈ {i, j}, at the current time instant t as γ ξ (t) = {a ξ (τ |t)} N −1 τ =0 , taking values in the action set Γ = A N . Therefore, the cumulative reward (16) is a function of s i,j (t), γ i (t), and γ j (t), in consistent with the expressions in our decision-making model (7) .
The closed-loop operation of each vehicle is based on receding-horizon optimization, i.e., once an acceleration sequence γ i (t) = {a i (τ |t)} N −1 τ =0 is determined, the ego vehicle i applies the first acceleration value a i (0|t) for one time step, i.e., a i (t) = a i (0|t), then repeats the decision-making process (7) at the next time instant.
V. ADDITIONAL MODELING CONSIDERATIONS
To model the interactive behavior of human-driven vehicles with higher fidelity, we incorporate several additional considerations in our model. They are discussed in this section.
A. Courteous driving
A vehicle is not supposed to interrupt other vehicles' nominal drives. More specifically, a vehicle is not supposed to intentionally choose an action that would cause a collision when other vehicles maintain their speeds. We account for this by adjusting the action set for each vehicle, i.e., modify the decision-making model (7) according to
B. Limited perception ranges Human drivers have limited ranges of visual perception. To account for this, we assume that a driver only considers his/her interactions with the other vehicles that are in a certain vicinity of his/her own. In particular, we further modify the decisionmaking model (7) according to
where Ω i (t) ⊂ {1, · · · , n} is defined as Ω i (t) := j ∈ {1, · · · , n} j = i and
with ω i > 0 representing vehicle i's maximum perception distance. We also note that such a modification decreases the computational complexity of our model to a greater extent by reducing the number of interacting vehicle pairs (i, j) in the decision-making process (7) of each vehicle, and as a result, further improves the scalability of our modeling framework.
C. Breakage of deadlocks via exploratory actions
As discussed at the end of Section II-A, in some scenarios cyclic patterns, such as i ≺ j, j ≺ k, k ≺ l, and l ≺ i, may occur and lead to deadlocks -no one decides to enter the intersection or everyone gets stuck in the middle of the intersection.
Such cyclic patterns also exist in real-world traffic. However, human drivers can usually break a deadlock. When a deadlock occurs, we usually observe that one or more human drivers will probe the possibility of going first and such probes can often help the drivers reach an agreement on their orders of passing through the intersection. On the basis of such an observation, we propose a strategy to break deadlocks via random exploratory actions, which is presented as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Breakage of deadlocks via exploratory actions
Input : the states of all vehicles s traffic (t) = s 1 (t), · · · , s n (t) and the acceleration choices of all vehicles a 1 (t), · · · , a n (t) obtained based on (7) Output: the modified acceleration choices of all vehicles a 1 (t), · · · , a n (t) 1 Ω conflict = Null; 2 for i = 1, · · · , n do In Algorithm 2, lines 2-4 are used to identify the vehicles that are in conflict. For example, vehicle i that has exited the intersection is not a vehicle in conflict. As another example, if there is a vehicle j that is entering/has entered the intersection from the same lane as i, drives in front of i 8 , and has not exited the intersection, then vehicle i is not a vehicle in conflict. 8 There shall be no ambiguity in "in front of" here since i and j are entering/have entered the intersection from the same lane.
Line 5 is used to identify the occurrence of a deadlock, i.e., all of the vehicles in conflict have stopped and no one decides to move according to decisions of (7). Then, lines 6-10 assign the vehicles in conflict probabilities of making slight movements to probe the possibility of going first.
The effectiveness of Algorithm 2 in terms of breaking deadlocks is illustrated through the simulation case studies in Section VII.
VI. AN ALTERNATIVE VEHICLE INTERACTIVE DECISION-MAKING MODEL
Human drivers can usually resolve traffic conflicts even when they are interacting with other drivers whose driving styles are a priori unknown. A model representing driver decision-making is supposed to have reasonable robustness against uncertainties in the behavior of interacting drivers.
To illustrate the robustness of decision-making using the proposed model (7) based on pairwise leader-follower games, we also consider another interactive decision-making model, which is based on level-K game theory [29] , [30] and has been developed in [31] . We simulate the interactions between model (7) and this alternative model in the simulation case studies in Section VII and compare them.
The level-K model is premised on the idea that each strategic agent in a non-cooperative multi-agent setting (each vehicle at an uncontrolled intersection, in our setting) makes decisions through a finite number of reasoning steps (called "levels"), and different agents may have different reasoning levels. The reasoning process starts from level-0. Level-0 typically represents an agent's decisions of minimal rationality, e.g., instinctive decisions, to pursue its goals without strategically accounting for its interactions with the other agents. On the contrary, level-K, K ≥ 1, represents an agent's decisions optimally responding to the level-(K − 1) decisions of the other agents. In particular, once the level-0 decisions, either as time series or as a function of a vehicle's own state and its interacting vehicles' states (denoted respectively by s i and s −i = (s j ) j =i for vehicle i), are formulated, the corresponding level-K, K ≥ 1, decisions can be computed through solving the optimization problems
sequentially for K = 1, 2, · · · , where γ To make this level-K reasoning and decision-making process more explicit, we present it for the case of 2-agent interactions formally as Algorithm 3. Algorithm 3 can be generalized to the case of n-agent interactions straightforwardly.
In this paper, the state s i (t), the action γ i (t) = {a i (τ |t)} N −1 τ =0 , the kinematics model relating the predicted states s i (τ |t) to the action γ i (t), and the reward function R i (t) of vehicle i are defined in the same way as in the leader-follower game based decision-making model (7) (see Section IV). In particular, since there are no leader-follower relationships defined in the scheme of level-K models, when Algorithm 3: Level-K decision-making process in 2-agent interactions Input : the states of the ego agent s 1 and the other agent s 2 , the level of the ego agent K, a level-0 decision rule Output: the level-K decision of the ego agent
computing its rewards, a level-K vehicle assumes that the szones of all vehicles (including itself and all other vehicles in interaction) are of the same size, denoted by (l
In this paper, a level-0 decision of vehicle i is to maximize the reward R i (t) while treating the other vehicles as stationary obstacles, i.e., v j (τ |t) = 0 for all j = i and τ = 0, · · · , N −1. In this setting, a level-0 vehicle may represent an aggressive driver in real-world traffic who assumes that the other drivers will yield the right of way.
Note that a level-K agent optimally responds to level-(K−1) interacting agents. When the levels of interacting agents are not known a priori, online estimation and adaptation can be incorporated in decision-making. In particular, we consider the following decision-making model [31] :
where P(K j = k j ) represents vehicle i's belief in that vehicle j can be modeled as level-k j , which is updated after each time step t according to the following algorithm:
is vehicle j's predicted acceleration for time step t that is predicted by vehicle i at the time instant t and using the level-k j model, and a actual j (t) is vehicle j's actual acceleration over time step t that is observed by vehicle i after the time step t is over.
The model estimation algorithm (24) is to increase the belief in the level-k j model whose prediction matches the actual behavior of vehicle j best. It is triggered only when there is at least one predicted value a kj j (0|t) of some level-k j model different from others; otherwise, when the predictions of all models are the same, the ego vehicle has no information to improve its beliefs [31] , [38] . The decision-making process (23) selects actions to maximize the weighted sum of rewards corresponding to all possible level combinations of the interacting vehicles where the weights are the ego vehicle's beliefs in each level combination, i.e., to maximize the reward expectation.
Since the decision-making model (23) is developed upon the set of decision-making models (22) induced from level-K game theory, and it adapts itself to uncertain interacting agents using online model estimation (24), we refer to it as an "adaptive level-K" decision-making model or model K.
VII. SIMULATION CASE STUDIES
In this section, we illustrate our game-theoretic framework to model vehicle interactions at uncontrolled intersections through multiple simulation case studies. The values of parameters used in all of the reported simulation results are collected in Table I in Appendix B.
A. Case study 1: Reproducing real-world traffic scenarios
We first show that our proposed vehicle interaction model can reproduce real-world traffic scenarios. The scenarios we consider are extracted from the video dataset used in [39] . We note that although the traffic data are collected at a signalized intersection in Canmore, Alberta, we consider only the vehicles that are legally allowed to enter the intersection (i.e., under a green light or making a right turn), the behavior of which can be modeled similarly to that at uncontrolled intersections. In particular, we initialize the vehicles in our simulation based on the positions and velocities of the corresponding vehicles in the video, and compare the evolution of the scenario simulated using our model to that provided by the video. The results of a scenario involving 3 interacting vehicles are shown in Fig. 4 and those of a scenario involving 4 interacting vehicles are shown in Fig. 5 . It can be observed that our model reproduces the scenarios with satisfactory accuracy.
B. Case study 2: Completely symmetric
As discussed at the end of Section II-A and at the beginning of Section V-C, one type of challenging scenarios at uncontrolled intersections for both human drivers and autonomous vehicles are scenarios where no one has a determinable role of the leader. Among these scenarios, the ones where all the vehicles arrive at the entrances of a geometrically symmetrical intersection at the same time with the same speed may be particularly challenging. In this section, we show the simulation results of two such "completely symmetric" cases. Both cases involve a geometrically symmetrical four-lane (two for each direction) four-way intersection. In the first case, 8 vehicles are approaching the entrances of the intersection from each of the eight forward lanes with the same initial distance to their corresponding entrance points ∆ρ en (0) and the same initial speed v(0). Their target lanes all correspond to maneuvers of going straight to cross the intersection. In the second case, 4 vehicles are approaching the entrances of the intersection from each of the four leftmost forward lanes of the road arms with the same ∆ρ en (0) and v(0). Their target lanes all correspond to maneuvers of making left turns. In both cases, all of the vehicles are using the decision-making model (7) based on pairwise leader-follower games combined with Algorithm 2 to handle deadlocks. The simulation results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Figures (a-f) show the simulation snapshots at a series of sequential steps.
In Fig. 6 , the eight vehicles arrive at the entrances of the intersection at the same time (Fig. 6(a) ). According to Algorithm 1, no vehicle holds an overall leader role (being the leader in every pairwise interaction). As a result, all of the eight vehicles stop at the intersection entrances (Fig. 6(b) ). According to Algorithm 2, a deadlock is detected and the blue vehicle makes a probing acceleration (Fig. 6(c) ). Then, the symmetry is broken: the blue vehicle becomes the overall leader and crosses the intersection first (Fig. 6(d) ). The other vehicles cross the intersection in a clockwise order (Figs. 6(e)(f) ). In Fig. 7 , after the four vehicles arrive at the entrances of the intersection at the same time, the left purple vehicle makes a probing acceleration (Fig. 7(a) ) and gets to its target lane first (Fig. 7(b) ). Similar to Fig. 6 , the other vehicles then pass through the intersection in a clockwise order (Figs. 7(c)(d) ). Figures (a-d) show the simulation snapshots at a series of sequential steps.
From the above "completely symmetric" cases we can observe that our model exhibits reasonable behavior expected in traffic and has good capability in resolving traffic conflicts in challenging scenarios. We note that there is no centralized control or management in our model to guide the vehicles to resolve their conflicts -the vehicles make their decisions independently. In particular, they take into account their interactions when making decisions. Such a process is consistent with drivers' decision-making in real-world traffic. Moreover, when a deadlock occurs, the vehicles try to resolve it through exploratory movements, which is also consistent with the way in which human drivers resolve deadlocks in real-world traffic.
C. Case study 3: Leader-follower versus adaptive level-K As discussed at the beginning of Section VI, a model representing driver interactive decision-making is supposed to have a reasonable capability of resolving traffic conflicts when interacting with other drivers whose driving styles are a priori unknown. To illustrate such capability of the decision-making model (7) based on pairwise leader-follower games, we let vehicles that make decisions using (7) interact with vehicles that make decisions using models different from (7), in particular, using the adaptive level-K decision-making model (23) . Note that (23) does not take into account the leader-follower relationships among vehicles, and thus, a vehicle using (23) may not yield the right of way to another vehicle that is supposed to be the leader in their interactions.
We initialize the traffic scenario as follows: Three vehicles are approaching the entrances of a geometrically symmetrical four-lane four-way intersection from three different road arms. Vehicle 1 (blue) is coming from the bottom arm and is making a left turn to the left arm; vehicle 2 (red) is coming from the right arm and is making a left turn to the bottom arm; and vehicle 3 (green) is coming from the top arm and is going straight to the bottom arm. The three vehicles are initialized with the same ∆ρ en (0) and v(0). At first, we let vehicle 1 using (7) interact with vehicles 2 and 3 using (23) , and the simulation results are shown in Fig. 8 (left column) . Then, we let vehicle 1 using (23) interact with vehicles 2 and 3 using (7), and the simulation results are shown in Fig. 8 (right column) .
In Figs. 8(a-d) where vehicle 1 (blue) is using (7), according to Algorithm 1, it is the follower of vehicles 2 (red) and 3 (green). As a result, it yields the right of way to both vehicles 2 and 3. Vehicles 2 and 3 pass through the intersection ahead of vehicle 1 based on (23) and (24) . Fig. 8(e) shows the model estimation time histories of the three vehicles: it can be observed that as vehicle 1 decides to yield the right of way, the belief that it can be modeled as level-1 (corresponding to the most conservative driver) increases over 7 − 12 [s] (when vehicles 2 and 3 are inside the intersection). In Figs. 8(a) and (f-i) where vehicles 2 (red) and 3 (green) are using (7), according to Algorithm 1, vehicle 3 is the leader in every pairwise interaction. As a result, it decides to cross the intersection first. Such a result illustrates that our model (7) is not conservative when it has the legitimate right of way. Different from Figs. 8(a-d), vehicle 1 decides to pass through the intersection ahead of vehicle 2 based on (23) and (24). This is because when vehicle 2 yields the right of way to vehicle 3, vehicle 1 thinks that vehicle 2 is a conservative driver (which can be seen from the model estimation time histories Fig. 8(i) , where the belief that vehicle 2 can be modeled as level-1 increases at the beginning). Thus, vehicle 1 decides to go ahead of this conservative driver. Note that the adaptive level-K decision-making model (23) and (24) does not account for the right-of-way traffic rules. Although vehicle 2 is supposed to have the right of way over vehicle 1 when they arrive at the entrances of the intersection, it decides to wait until vehicle 1 passes because of vehicle 1's aggressive preemption.
The above "leader-follower versus adaptive level-K" cases illustrate that our model (7) is capable of making effective use of its legitimate rights of way in resolving traffic conflicts. Nevertheless, when encountering unexpected disruptions, it can quickly adapt its strategy to avoid traffic incidents.
D. Case study 4: Randomized traffic scenarios
To show the capability of the proposed framework to model vehicle interactions at a wide range of uncontrolled intersection traffic scenarios and statistically evaluate its performance, we randomly generate the layout and geometry parameters {M
, and {φ (m) } N m=1 of the intersections for each fixed number of intersection arms N ∈ {3, 4, 5}, randomly generate the origin lanes, target lanes, initial distances to intersection entrances ∆ρ en (0), and initial speeds v(0) of the vehicles for each fixed number of vehicles n ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}, and have 100 simulation runs for each pair of (N, n).
In particular, we sample {M the blue car is using the decision-making model (7) and the other two cars are using (23) and (24), and case 2 (right): the blue car is using (23) and (24) and the other two cars are using (7) . Figures (a-d) show the simulation snapshots at a series of sequential steps of case 1, and figure (e) shows the corresponding model estimation time histories of the three vehicles (the blue curves correspond to the level-0, 1, and 2 belief histories of the blue car, etc); figures (a) and (fh) show the simulation snapshots at a series of sequential steps of case 2, and figure (i) shows the corresponding model estimation time histories of the three vehicles.
for each m = 1, · · · , N . Once the intersection has been created, we assign each vehicle's origin road arm based on a uniform distribution over all road arms, and assign its origin lane based on a uniform distribution over all forward lanes of its origin road arm. After that, we assign its target road arm and target lane based on uniform distributions over, respectively, all acceptable road arms and all acceptable backward lanes of the assigned target road arms, where "acceptable" means satisfying the traffic rule constraints described at the beginning of Section III-B. Then, each vehicle's ∆ρ en (0) and v(0) are initialized based on uniform distributions over the ranges [10, 28] Some of the simulated traffic scenarios are shown in Fig. 9 . Figures (a-b) show the snapshots of a three-way intersection simulation at two sequential steps, figures (c-d) show the snapshots of a four-way intersection simulation at two sequential steps, and figures (e-f) show the snapshots of a five-way intersection simulation at two sequential steps.
1) Statistical evaluation:
We define several statistical metrics to evaluate the proposed framework to model vehicle interactions at uncontrolled intersections, including the rate of success (SR), the rate of collision (CR), and the rate of deadlock (DR). The rate of success is defined as the proportion of simulation runs where all the vehicles safely (without colliding with any other vehicles) reach their terminal points (x term , y term ) within 60 [s] of simulation time. The rate of collision is defined as the proportion of simulation runs where at least one vehicle collision occurs (once a vehicle collision occurs at a simulation step, the simulation run stops at that step). The rate of deadlock is defined as the proportion of simulation runs where no vehicle collision occurs but there is at least one vehicle that does not reach its terminal point (x term , y term ) within 60 [s] of simulation time. We note that based on their definitions, SR + CR + DR = 1.
A model representing driver interactive decision-making is supposed to have reasonably high SR, and reasonably low CR and DR. The evaluation results of our model are shown in Fig. 10 .
It can be observed that as the numbers of road arms and of vehicles increase, which correspond to traffic scenarios of increased complexity, the rates of collision and of deadlock also increase. In three-way and four-way intersection traffic scenarios with 2 or 4 vehicles, no collisions or deadlocks are observed. When up to 10 vehicles are interacting at threeway or four-way intersections, the rates of success are higher than 0.9. It can also be observed that five-way intersections are more challenging (with higher rates of collision and of deadlock compared to three-way and four-way intersections) -the rate of success drops to 0.84 for the case of 10 interacting vehicles. This is because more vehicles may get to the entrances of the intersection or be inside the intersection at the same time for five-way intersections compared to threeway and four-way intersections, which may lead to higher chances of traffic conflicts. Indeed, five-way intersections are also more challenging to drivers compared to three-way and four-way intersections in real-world traffic scenarios. Furthermore, by watching the animations of the simulation runs, we observe that most collisions are caused by simultaneous exploratory actions of two or more vehicles in deadlock scenarios. Note that in Algorithm 2, a vehicle is not permitted to accelerate if its acceleration would lead to a collision when the other vehicles in conflict remain stopped. However, if two or more vehicles accelerate at the same time, it is possible that their simultaneous accelerations lead to a collision although each single acceleration would not. Two of the failure scenarios are shown in Fig. 11 . The rates of failures (CR + DR) resulting from our framework are much lower than those resulting from the scheme in [20] (3% versus almost 50% for the case of 6 vehicles at four-way intersections). Note that communications and negotiations among human drivers in deadlock scenarios, such as through eye contacts or gestures, are not considered in our framework. It can be observed that as the numbers of vehicles increase, the vehicles need more time to pass through the intersections. In particular, for the cases of 2 and 4 interacting vehicles, the average CTs exhibited by our model correspond to level-B in the real-world traffic quality rating system called the "level-of-service" (LOS) for unsignalized intersections defined based on the average control delay [40] . LOS-B corresponds to traffic with a high degree of freedom and a small amount of interactions and is characterized by 10-15 [s] of average control delay [41] . For the cases of 6-10 interacting vehicles, the average CTs exhibited by our model correspond to LOS-C, which corresponds to traffic with restricted freedom due to significant interactions and is characterized by 15-25 [s] of average control delay. Furthermore, among three-way, fourway, and five-way intersections, the vehicles spend the least times to pass through four-way intersections -this may be explained by the observation that the "right-of-way" rules (see Section II-A) may function best for four-way intersections, which, as a matter of fact, are most common in real-world road networks.
2) Computational complexity: In addition to rate of success and average completion time, we also care about the computational effort of the proposed framework to model vehicle interactions at uncontrolled intersections, as it determines the framework's scalability to model traffic scenarios of increased complexity. As mentioned in Section II-C, traditional generalizations of leader-follower game-theoretic decision-making models to n-player settings require exponentially increased computational efforts to solve for solutions as the number of players increases [34] . However, thanks to the pairwise decoupling of vehicle interactions, the computational complexity of our decision-making model (7) (solved using a tree-search method) increases only linearly with the number of interacting vehicles increasing. We use the average and the worst computation times per vehicle per step (in [s] of real time) to represent our model's computational complexity, which are, respectively, the average and the worst CPU times for one vehicle to confirm its action choice over one step (including the time to compute the initial action choice using (7) and the time to adjust the action choice using Algorithm 2 if a deadlock is detected). The results for different numbers of road arms and vehicles are shown in Fig. 13 . The simulations are performed on Matlab R2016a platform using an Intel Core i7-4790 3.60 GHz PC with Windows 10 and 16.0 GB of RAM. The computation times are calculated using Matlab tic-toc command. It can be observed that: 1) As the number of vehicles increases, the computation time increases. 2) For four-way and five-way intersections, the increase in computation time slows down with the number of vehicles increasing. And 3) the increase in computation time slows down as the number of road arms increases from three to four and five. The explanations to 2) and 3) may be that as the numbers of vehicles and road arms increase, the vehicles are more likely to be outside each other's perception range, and as a result, the number of vehicles involved in the computation of model (7) decreases (see Section V-B). In general, the increase in computational effort for our decision-making model (7) to solve for solutions is only linear in the increase in the number of interacting vehicles. And in turn, the total computation time for all vehicles to solve for decisions is quadratic in the number of vehicles. This makes our framework have reasonably good scalability to model traffic scenarios at uncontrolled intersections of increased complexity. In contrast, the adaptive level-K decision-making model described in Section VI may not be as well-scalable as the decision-making model (7) based on pairwise leader-follower games. This is because the adaptive level-K model needs to first compute the level-k decision of each of the interacting vehicles for k = 0, 1, · · · , k max using (22) in order to estimate their levels using (24) , and then compute the optimal decision of the ego vehicle using (23) , which itself involves combinatorially increased computational complexity in the number of interacting vehicles.
VIII. SUMMARY
In this paper, we proposed a game-theoretic framework for modeling the interactive behavior of vehicles in multi-vehicle traffic scenarios at uncontrolled intersections. Our approach takes into account common traffic rules to designate a leaderfollower relationship between each pair of interacting vehicles. A decision-making process based on pairwise leader-follower relationships is used to represent interactive decision-making of vehicles. Additional modeling considerations, representing courteous driving, limited perception ranges, and the capability of human drivers in resolving deadlock scenarios through probing, are also accounted for in the process.
In particular, uncontrolled intersections were modeled based on a parametrization scheme, to which the proposed vehicle interaction modeling approach was applied. This way, the interactive behavior of vehicles at a rich set of uncontrolled intersection traffic scenarios (with various numbers of interacting vehicles, intersection layouts and geometries, etc) could be modeled.
Simulation results were reported and showed that the vehicle interaction model exhibited reasonable behavior expected in traffic. The performance of the model was then evaluated based on several statistics, including the rate of success, the rate of collision, the rate of deadlock, the average completion time, as well as the average and the worst computation times. It was shown that the model had reasonably high rates of success in resolving traffic conflicts and average completion times matching the level-of-service criteria used for rating real-world traffic. Moreover, thanks to the pairwise decoupling of vehicle interactions, the computational complexity of the decisionmaking model increases linearly as the number of interacting vehicles increases, which improves the model's scalability.
Furthermore, another game-theoretic model to represent interactive decision-making of vehicles was considered. The approaches to modeling vehicle interactions based on the model proposed in this paper and this alternative model were discussed and compared in simulations.
The framework proposed in this paper for modeling multivehicle interactions at uncontrolled intersections can be used as simulation tool for calibration, validation and verification of autonomous driving systems [28] , [42] , [43] . In addition, it may also be used in high-level decision-making algorithms of autonomous vehicles [31] , [38] , and to support intersection automation/autonomous intersection management [37] . Moreover, vehicle interactions in some other traffic scenarios, such as highway merging and driving in parking lots, may be modeled based on the proposed framework with modified road layouts and geometries. These are left as topics for our future research.
